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Introduction

A number of optimized stellarator configurations are analyzed with respect to trapped parti-

cle confinement using new target functions [1] which are related to collisionlessα-particle

confinement. These functions are based on specific averages of the bounce averaged∇ B drift

velocity of trapped particles across magnetic surfaces. Computations of such simplified crite-

ria require smaller computing times than direct computations of particle losses. An essential

part of calculations relates to some new versions of the NCSX configuration. For comparison,

computations for different types of stellarator configurations are performed. In addition, the

poloidal drift of trapped particles is calculated with the aim to identify particles with vanish-

ing poloidal drift velocity. This is of interest since such particles can be quickly lost from the

plasma.

Basic formulas

The main optimization target introduced in [1] is the mean-square average over the pitch angle

and over the magnetic surface of the bounce averaged∇ B drift velocity of trapped particles

across magnetic surfaces,
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with ρL = v/ωc0 being the characteristic Larmor radius andR0 being the major radius of the

torus. The dimensionless factorΓv manifests the role of a specific magnetic configuration,
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Here,ψ is the magnetic surface label,B0 is the reference magnetic field andBabs
min andBabs

max

are the absolute minimum and maximum ofB within the sufficiently large interval ofs, [0,Ls],
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respectively (s is the length along the magnetic field line). The indexj is numbering the field

line intervals [smin
j , smax

j ] whereb′−B/B0 ≥ 0, b′ = v2/(J⊥B0). 〈A〉 denotes the flux surface

average forA. The quantitiesg j andÎ j are determined as
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with kG being the geodesic curvature of the magnetic field line. The representation in (3) has

the advantage that it can be computed efficiently in a field line tracing code. For a specific

configuration,Γv is only a function of the minor radius. Minimization ofΓv corresponds to the

optimization of the trapped particle collisionless confinement.

Computations ofΓv

Using Boozer spectra forB and for cylindrical coordinates of magnetic surfaces, computations

of Γv are carried out for two sets of magnetic configurations of NCSX (e04, e04003, e04T8G,

e04T8H and N3A0, N3AKB, N3ARAB, respectively). These configurations are results of fur-

ther optimizations of configurations presented in Ref. [2]. For comparison, computations are

also done for the standard and the high mirror configurations of W7-X (w7x-sc1 and w7x-hm1,

respectively), two LHD inward shifted configurations [3] (forRax=3.6 and 3.53 m,Rax is a ma-

jor radius of the magnetic axis), and an optimized quasi-isodynamical stellarator configuration

(QI-opt) with poloidally closed contours ofB on magnetic surfaces [4].

Computational results for NCSX are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, whereas results for the other

configurations together with the best NCSX configuration are presented in Fig. 3. From Figs. 1

and 2 follows that for NCSX the best results are realized for configurations e04003 from the 1st

set and N3ARAB from the 2nd set. In a wide interval ofr/a N3ARAB is the best configuration.

For a classical stellaratorΓv is close to unity [1]. One can clearly see, thatΓv for N3ARAB in

the whole volume is improved by a factor of more than 5 compared to a classical stellarator.

In the range 0.35≤r/a≤0.8 the improvement is even more than a factor of 10.

For LHD with Rax=3.6 m (σ optimized [5] forr/a≈0.5)Γv is only 2÷2.5 times smaller than

for a classical stellarator. For LHD withRax=3.53 m (neoclassical-transport-optimized con-

figuration of LHD [5]) for r/a≥0.5 Γv is ≈2.5 times smaller than unity (except for the near-

boundary layer). The W7-X configurations are slightly better in this respect. The minimum

Γv values are found to be about 3 and 4 times smaller than unity (high-mirror and the stan-

dard configurations, respectively) forr/a≈0.7. Beside the improved NCSX version, the QI-opt

configuration is the best one in the ranger/a<0.95.

Computations of the poloidal drift of trapped particles

The poloidal motion of trapped particlesdθ/dt is computed using Eq. (55) of Ref.[1] with the

radial electric field being zero. The results are analyzed in a normalized formdθ/dtnorm. For

normalization,dθ/dt for a deeply trapped particle near the magnetic axis of anl=2 stellarator
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is used. Characteristic results are presented which are chosen from computations for the first

90 minima ofB along a magnetic field line. The results cover roughly one toroidal period.

Figures 4 to 6 show results fordθ/dtnorm as functions of the pitchγ=v‖0/v⊥0 for ncsx-

N3ARAB, w7x-hm1 and QI-opt, respectively. Here,v‖0 is v‖ at a local minimum ofB and

v⊥0=
√

J⊥B0. The curves fordθ/dtnorm are marked according to the numbering of the minima

of B/B0 along the magnetic field lines which are also presented in the figures. Here,n is the

number of integration steps with 1280 steps per magnetic field period. In addition, plots forγc

as functions ofγ are shown. Theγc quantity represents the angle (inπ/2 units) between a mag-

netic surface cross-section and a contour ofJ‖=const in the point where these two curves cross

each other. Theγc value is calculated asγc=(2/π)arctan(van/rdθ/dt) wherevan is the bounce

averaged radial drift velocity of a trapped particle calculated with formula (16) of Ref. [1].

Whendθ/dt approaches zero,γc≈±1 which corresponds to a condition where theJ‖=const

contour is perpendicular to the magnetic surface. With high probability this corresponds to

J‖=const contours which are not closed and this, in turn, leads to quick losses of the corre-

sponding trapped particles.

It follows from Fig. 4 that for ncsx-N3ARAB (r/a≈0.8),dθ/dtnorm is close to zero for deeply

trapped particles (smallγ) in those local minima ofB which are located in the lower regions

of the B/B0 distribution. For smaller values ofr/a (the results are not shown in the figures

here) the general property is that trapped particles corresponding to higher regions of theB/B0

distribution havedθ/dt >0. At the same time, particles trapped near the local minima ofB in

the lower regions ofB/B0 havedθ/dt <0. So, with increasingγ for all trapped particles of

such a kinddθ/dt turns into zero for a certain value ofγ. Figure 5 shows characteristic results

for the high-mirror configuration of W7-X (r/a≈0.56). For a rather big fraction of minima

of B, |γc| is close to unity but theγ intervals corresponding to such values of|γc| are small.

Figure 6 shows results for poloidal motion in QI-opt forr/a≈0.84. For this surfacedθ/dt 6=0

for all minima ofB and for a majority of these minimaγc is smaller than 0.2. Such and even

better results are realized for surfaces corresponding to smaller values ofr/a. For surfaces

with r/a>0.84 trapped particles withdθ/dt=0 appear. For example, atr/a=0.91 six minima

from 90 have values ofdθ/dt=0.

From computations for LHD,Rax=3.53 m, (the results are not shown here) it follows that for

r/a≈0.49 trapped particles withdθ/dt=0 exist only for the deepest ripple wells forγ close to

the trapping boundary in such a ripple. With increasingr/a to r/a≈0.7 the trapped particles

corresponding todθ/dt=0 disappear.

Conclusion

The employed technique has the advantage that the computations can be efficiently performed

using a field line tracing code. From the computations it follows that for the N3ARAB con-

figuration of NCSX the averaged radial∇ B drift velocity of trapped particles is smaller than

for an equivalent classical stellarator by more than a factor of five in total. This is the best
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result in the comparison with other optimized stellarator configurations. A numerical analysis

of velocities of the radial drift as well as the poloidal drift allows for a quick assessment of

J|| contours in the vicinity of a given magnetic surface. Contours ofJ‖=const perpendicular to

magnetic surfaces are found for the majority of the configurations. An exception is only the

inner part of the QI-opt configuration. However, the intervals of pitches for the corresponding

trapped particles are small and the fractions of such particles are expected to be small.
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Fig. 4:

n3arab,r/a=0.797

Fig. 5:

w7x-hm1,r/a=0.558

Fig. 6:

QI-opt, r/a=0.838
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